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TED WHITE-

’WERE WAS I WHEN WE Oh yes: I was talk- 
WERE INTERRUPTED..? ing about this year’s 

Midwestcon. Some
body in LOCUS said that the Midwestcon is 
popularly known as "The Relaxicon." I 
hadn’t know that. But it fits. The Mid- 
westcon is an ideal blending of time and 
place: it’s no accident that of all the 
regionals held in motels with swimming 
pools, only the Midwestcon has developed 
a poolcon tradition. (The basis of this 
tradition is a yearly game of vicious 
free-for-all with any and all the beach-- 
balls handy; since this is a co-ed sport, 
it has become quite popular.)

A developing tradition is the banquet 
at David’s Buffet. This year, after suf

fering through a series of indeterminable harangues from JoAnn Wood and 
a woman who looked as though she’d dressed to officiate in a bawdy house 
-- both of whom gave every evidence of thinking themselves the True Se
cret Masters of Fandom — we were rewarded for our patience by the pre
sentation of Mark Schultzinger as "The Great Marko”. Schultzinger was 
a young Cincinnati fan in the mid-late fifties. He published a crudzine 
of the era, made remarkably little mark upon fandom, and gafiated. But 
in 1965 he turned up again at a Midwestcon. He looked young and over
intense, and he seemed to take great pleasure in needling everyone in 
subtle ways. I remembered his name, and after finding out that he was 
some kind of psychologist or psychiatrist these days, told him I was on 
to his game and to cool it. To his credit, he did.

This year Mark told the audience he had put together a lecture on 
ESP and was touring with it. Although he cloaked his presentation with 
a percentage of psychological terms, it was nothing more or less than a 
magic act. Only one gimmick had any validity: after showing us the 
standard ESP-test cards, he announced he was going to "send” one to us, 
and he wanted a show of hands from us on which one it was. Well, as 
Arnie Katz points out in his Midwestcon report (QUIP #9), Mark didn’t 
even play that straight. The card he was "sending" was the "three wavey 
lines,” which he had primed us for by discussing at the greatest length 
while showing us the cards. Nonetheless (fans are dense) he did not 
get a substancial showing on that card: less than one quarter of the 
people in the room raised their hands for it — more of us opted for the 
cross.

Well, so much for ESP. The rest of the "lecture" was a standard 
magic act, complete with blindfolds (.designed to be peeped ■ under), art
icles from the audience to be "divined", etc. Cheap stuff, and badly 
mispitched at the audience, many of whom got up and walked out in dis
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gust. As we were leaving, we passed "The Great Marko" at the door. "Nice 
magic show, Mark," I sa.id with faint sarcasm. Mark pretended to be deep
ly offended, but I didn't hear.all he had to say. I was already on the 
other side of the door.

I had a..minor part to play in the ' "program" after the banquet myself, 
I had a presentation to make. ' .

"Bob," I said to Bob Tucker earlier (I always .call him "Bob"), "I 
want to make a presentation. You're going to be running things, aren't 
you?" •

"Yes," he said cautiously. ""That sort of 'presentation'?" ' 
"Nothing unpleasant," I said.
"Nothing to do with Bill Mallardi?" Bob asked.
"Nope. Ask Leeh." ■
Lee Hoffman nodded sagely. "It’s okay, Grandpop," she said.
"Well..." Bob said dubiously. He was sure I had something up my 

sleeve.
It.was the ten of clubs. I followed The Great Marko to the podium 

and told the'audience that I felt it was time to set wrongs to right: 
that it was time to, ahh, lay an old legend, so to speak...

The audience buzzed with curiosity.
I pulled out the ten of clubs from my pocket.
"It's time to return this card at last," I said. "Here she is, 

Bob."
"Bigolly," said Bob Tucker, closely inspecting the card. "Yup, she’s 

a brunetteJ"
There was a vast cheer that swelled and filled the room.

A PARAGRAPH FOR BOYD RAEBURN: The Beach Boys have a new single out: "Do 
It Again" by Brian TTilson & Mike Love.

It’s a curious reprise of the 'old' Beach Boys: the main melody is in the 
old rocking vein, with a lyric that recalls the surfing days with nos
talgia and wants to "Do it again" — but the break is ’Pet Sounds Modern’ 
with what sounds like Brian’s voice softly crooning.

I’m a little worried about the Beach Boys. "Do It Again" can be 
interpretted a number of ways, and some of them don’t bode well. It - 
might be that the record is part of the Back To Rock phenomenon launched 
by the Beatles’"Lady Madonna" (which Fats Domino has now recorded — a 
gas.’) -- but it may simply be an attempt to get back into the hit charts, 
from which the Beach Boys have been absent too long. If so, "Do It Again" 
would appear to be a failure; I,haven’t heard it at all on a.m. radio, 
and only sparingly on. f.m.

If Pet Sounds launched a more artistically important Beach Boys, 
it also launched a downward curve in their record sales figures. It was 
their first album to sell less than a million copies. Since Pet Sounds, 
we’ve seen Smiley Smile, Wild Honey and Friends (from which the flip side 
of "Do It Again" -- "Wake the World" — is taken), and each has been 
flawed and sold relatively poorly. Although Friends seems to indicate 
that the other Beach Boys are catching up with Brian, Brian himself seems 
to have lost something -- perhaps his quality of manic joy in creating 
beauty; I'dunno.

Well, that was three paragraphs, Boyd.
EGOBOO: QUIP #9 is out (as I alluded, paranthetically, earlier) and it 

is definitely the best QUIP yet. I suspect the reason for this 
is to be found in the credits listing at the bottom of the contents page, 
where'it says "EDITOR: Arnie Katz". -That’s right: just one editor. Just 
Arnie.. No Len Bailes, no Lon Atkins, no Cindy Van Arnam. Although Lon 
stencilled.his column in thish, everything else is totally under Arnie's 
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own editorial control. (Well, I did proof-skim the stencils before I 
ran them off, but you know what I mean...)

And Arnie Katz has become a Good Editor. This issue of QUIP is 
pungent with material, and suffers only one sub-standard item, the Busby 
column, which I’ll get to later.

Harry Warner’s "All Our Yesterdays" is outstanding this time -- part
ly because he is dealing with an outstanding subject: Jim Blish’s TUMB
RILS. Even in his VAPA days, Blish was brilliantly articulate on a wild 
variety of subjects, and Harry picks among them for a series of gems to 
quote. In fact, the only thing I regret is that he did not go on for 
another five or ten pages...

Bob Tucker’s "Dear Editor" is in part the brief speech he gave at 
the Midwestcon this year, and in part humorous reminiscences about the 
Midwestcon. Good solid Sixth Fandom stuff.

The real meat of the issue, however, is to be found in Arnie’s own 
twelve-page Midwestcon report. This is a conreport the way conreports 
should be written: rich in anecdote, and told in a smooth narrative 
flow. It makes good reading, whether you figure in the events (as I do) 
or not.' I would say that it is Arnie’s single best piece of fanwriting 
to date, and one to be proud of.

Greg Benford’s fanzine reviews deal with the two revived SHAGGYs, 
SANDWORM and FOOLSCAP, and are solidly thoughtful reviews. (I found my
self agreeing with him about SHAGGY, too: for a while there I was wondering if Greg and I were Drifting Apart...)

My co-editor on this rag, John D. Berry, follows Benford with "The 
Fantail Party." This is John’s attempt to revive Boyd Raeburn’s fondly
remembered - Derogations. When I first read the manuscript for "The Fan
tail Party," it bothered me. John has captured many of the qualities of 
the vintage Derogations, but somehow he seemed to have missed some essen
tial quality as well. Yet, I can’t put my finger on what I mean. "Too 
diffuse," I said, and he pointed out Boyd’s were often no less so. "Too 
...oh, I dunno..." I ended up saying. And I still don’t. But I’ve de
cided that if John has the patience to continue them they will get better, 
and therefore I hope he will. Fandom needs a purgative like this.

Lon Atkins’ "Bheermutterings" is a solidly crafted column, but didn’t 
hit me dead-center•this time. He opens with a series of anecdotes about 
HankReinhardt, who, if I cared at all about Hank Reinhardt, I might con
sider a fabulously funny fellow. But I don’t. The rest is a report on 
the FUNcon, and it bothers me. Here is this fellow Atkins, recently at
tached to a pretty girl named Kathy (and formerly named something else), 
and all he can do is to drool over scantily-clad (not even topless) wait
resses in a place called the Tiger Room for a couple of paragraphs. That 
strikes me as Wrong, but maybe it’s just me...

F.M.Busby’s "One Fan’s Beat" is the one stinker in the issue,.and 
perhaps the title of the column this time around should be read as a lit
eral description: Busby sounds totally pooped. He meanders without much 
direction for all of two pages without saying much of anything. The col
umn reads like a letter written to a forgiving friend at 3 ayem, while 
the author is still verging on consciousness. That’s okay for letters 
to friends. It’s less than okay for fanzine columns. In earlier QUEBs 
it would have mattered less; in this issue it’s no kindness to Busby to 
print the piece.

Seven pages of well-edited letters round out the issue, for a total 
of fifty pages.

I didn’t mention Ross’s Quiver, but it’s a good one: condensed to 
two pages this time, it is tightly worked and very effective. But I 
should point out‘ that the mad scientist’ is me -- very few of you saw me 
in those mutton-chop whiskers. /WHITE TRASH is continued on page B/



I GO TED WHITE: In a nefarious deal con
cluded in a disreputable 

underground -hangout deep in'Brooklyn, I 
have done the evil deed, I have sold out ’ 
to my co-editor. You will see that I have 
adopted the Ted White style1 of beginning, 
paragraphs and such in‘EG0300; this is no
thing but an out-and-out sellout. I may 
adopt nonstoparagraphing to disguise my 
heinous misdemeanor, but it cannot be en
tirely hidden.

On the other hand, it is a 
much easier style for a small fanzine like 
this.
WHAT YEAR IS THIS? DEPT.: My co-editor has 

an unfortunate 
habit. For all that he is an outstanding 
publisher of fine fanzines (known the world 
over), Ted White never seems to remember to 
date his fanzines. I don’t think he regards it as important. However,
when I am pawing through a stack of old fanzines trying to identify them 
and I come upon one with no name, or no number, or no date (or maybe no 
editor to speak of), I realize how important it is that this information 
be recorded. Really,

Therefore, in the Interests of fanhistorians every
where, I will tell you that the first JGOBOO was published on July 1^, 
1968, and the second one was published on July 31, 1968. They were both 
mailed several days later, because I -am very sloxv at things like that. 
This issue maybe we’ll remember to put it in the colophon.

I reminded
Ted of this oversight when we were publishing EGOBOO /-I; I noticed he had 
put no date in the colophon, and I pointed out that all his past fmz had 
been undated as well, except where one of his co-editors had remembered. 
With MI1AG, for instance, it seemed that Les Gerber had been the editor 
in charge of dating the issues.

I remarked to Arnie Katz that it seemed
an incestuous relationship, dating your own fanzine, but he frowned at me.
EGOBCO: One of the beauties of the name EG0300 that Ted pointed out 

when he first presented the name was that when we wanted to pan 
somebody unmercifully we could call the section "Begoboo," or negative 
egoboo, I have here a candidate. (Maybe I should steal the PSYCHOTIC 
FUGGHBAD AWARD back from Dick Geis and award it here.)

In June I receiv
ed an envelope with the return address of, "Sophisticated, Lone Star Pub
lications,. 6533 Brairhaven Dr., Dallas, Texas 752^0." Enclosed were two 
sheets of paper; one was a no,te with 25$^ attached, asking for a copy of 
my fanzine SATYR. -ow SATYR was a fanzine that I began well over two 
years ago, when I had not yet left monsterfandom, and it continued for 
four issues through the fall/winter of 1966. The next spring I pronounc
ed SATYR dead and started FOOLSCAP. In the time since I folded SATYR, 
due to faneds who publish fanzine reviews long after they are written and 
things like that, I have gotten several requests for copies of the zine, 
from people who had read about it somewhere. But I thought I had gotten 
the last of these long agoi June, 1968, is awfully late.

The other sheet, 
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though, was even more interesting. It was, as the undersigned, Bill 
Hiatt, explained, a mimeographed description of the magazine he was about 
to publish. The text was as follows; "In a few days, possibly a few 
weeks, you will be. receiving the one and only Sophisticated magazine, 
What is Sophisticated? Sophisticated is a magazine. What kind of maga
zine? Well, you can count on for sure that it is not a Fanzine. Then 
if it is not a Fanzine why would would you send Sophisticated to me, a 
Fanzine editor? - For the main reason that Sophisticated is designed 
to appeal to the most sour of tastes. One might say that Sophistacated 
is a zaballonezine. Just what the heck is a zagbaglionezine you say? 
/Spelling is sic^Z Well, according to Webster's it is a mixture of eggs 
and water and several other ingredients, but Sophisticated is far from 
this litteral definition. What zagablionezine is defined to mean in our 
usage is a magazine designed for everyone. Well you say to yourself, 
now that I have Sophisticated what do I do with it? - For the answer to 
this and many other stimulating questions look at the magazine which 
you will receive and look at the article which says what to do with this 
magazine when you receive it. You will find the answer!

"All right, you 
say to yourself, just what am I obliged to do for this magazine or what 
do you get out of giving it free? Ueli first of all- spread Sophistica
ted all over the countryside and make it famous please. Next, if you 
edit any magazine of any kind, Fanzine or what have you, it would be 
greatly appreciated if you would send me a copy of your next issue to 
the following address; (....)

"Send other subscriptions to this address 
-also- you may send contributions to this address if you like. Sophis
ticated is published monthly by Lone Star Publications. All subscrip
tions are free (now). Sophisticated is done in stunning mimeograph. If 
you would like to submit art work or comical stories of any kind send 
them to the above address please- no filth or poison pen letters please. 
You will be paid ,1- )3 according to comic appeal and if you are elected, 
funny-man of the month you will be paid an additional (5- All art work 
will be sent back to the artist within a week after publication. There 
is no limit to the number of pages one may submit. Also, you may publish 
any advertisement regardless of length for free- just address advertise
ments to the above address. Original advertisements will also be retur- 
ened to the. sender. Please send your magazine if you publish one. Any 
Correspondence will be answered immediately. Please correspond.

"Sincere
ly your devoted editor,

. "W.H.HIATT"
I might have dismissed this as simply 

a neoish first attempt by someone with a great deal of enthusiasm and 
little experience with fandom. However, true to his promise, Bill Hiatt 
soon sent me my first issue of SOPHISTICATED,

It was 3^ pages of poor
ly mimeoed crud/ billed as Vol. 1, issue 4, and with "Circulation 100" 
emblazoned in large letters under the title. The cover featured four 
faces grouped around a drawing of a magazine, with---surprise.’—the name 
SOPHISTICATED on this little zine and vaguely discernible images of four 
faces clustered around a picture of a magazine, with four.... Etc. Two 
of the faces were obviously Laurel and Hardy, while the other two looked 
as much like Adolph Hitler and Forry Ackerman with his tongue stuck out 
as anyone else. Down in the lower left-hand corner was also a small pro
file of General DeGaulle. .The contents page was typed all in caps, fea
turing a heading of a banner reading "SOPHISTICATED," topped off with 
a Confederate and a Union flag--all badly drawn. The contents seemed to 
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consist almost entirely of sorrj' attempts at humor and drawings and car
toons ranging from lousy to abominable (this is in artistic quality-- 
humor value was similar, though), including a comic strip featuring "Cap
tain Israel" which was below-par even for SOPHISTICATED. I am tempted 
to quote at length again, but I shall restrict myself to the opening 
sentences of "An Introduction to; SOPHISTICATED" •• (actually the heading 
read "Iroduction," but let’s be charitable);

"This magazine you are 
about to get involved in is Sophisticated, be forewarned. This magazine 
is not a ’fanzine,' however I do think this magazine will appeal to the 
science-fiction fans out their in the audience. This magazine is desig
ned to appeal to every one, even those with a bad sense of humor. I 
would like to see this magazine go far as most of the editors out their 
would like to see theirs go. row I don’t claim to be an expert on maga
zines I am far from onebut from the practice I have recleve^. in making 
this one, I can’t claim all the credit, I think that Sophisticated is 
ready for the world at last. Doug Smith of Monstrosities terms my maga
zine as a 'crudzine’ or perhaps a ’funzine,’ however this definition, 
I should say these definitions do not appeal to me as much as, shall we 
say, ’zabaglionezine.'" And here he goes into all that again. All the 
spelling is, again, strictly sic, but•I’ve, corrected the punctuation in 
the interests of sparing the eyes of EGOBOO's readers. The original of 
the above was typed with no spaces after periods or commas.

Later on 
the editor gives some personal information. It appears that he is enter
ing the 10th grade at St. Marks School of Texas, a private boys' school. 
He is an average student and is fairly active in school activities. He 
likes science fiction movies but not monster movies. He says "I don’t 
usually like to read but once I get a good book in my hands I can't put 
it down, mostly I read comic books and fanzines." Very interesting. The 
editorial runs off the bottom of the page.

There was, surprisingly, one 
good item in SOPHISTICATED 4—a one-page "editorial" advocating the use 
of atomic weapons to defoliate the crabgrass in your front lawn? it was 
an amusing, well-written humor piece, and I doubt like hell that Bill 
Hiatt wrote it.

At the risk of going on past all interest I must mention 
that yet. another issue of SOPHISTICATED arrived a few days ago, Vol. 1, 
no. 5p dated Aug./Sept., 1968. This issue adds a co-edltor, David Jen
kins of Richardson, Texas. Circulation is still 100, it says here, and 
the zine sports a cover cartoon by Hiatt; he is perhaps not the world's 
worst cartoonist, although he has a long way to go. The tone has shifted 
to become more psychedelic- and ethnic-oriented. There are such items as 
"Dear Draft Board," "Sickly's 'Believe He Your Huts'," "Captain Israel" 
(continued), and an illustrated version of "Casey at the Bat," which for 
some reason substitutes "Boston" for "Mudville," and there is no author 
or credit listed. There are fanzine reviews—two fanzines, GORE CREA
TURES and DO STROSITI IS. Hiatt says that GORE CREATURES is the best fan
zine He has ever read.

That says something right there.
I cannot shake 

the notion that, this may all be an elaborate hoax; if I were trying deli
berately to publish the worst, fanzine possible, I don't think I could do 
better at it than SOPHISTICATED. However, there are a few rare sparks of 
talent in there, and if Bill Hiatt's sole exposure to fanzines is on the 
level of GORE CREATURES, that could explain it.

Well anyway, he says he pays for contributions.
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GALLUPING THROUGH FANDOM; We’re going to take a poll here, folks.

There hasn’t been a successful fan poll in 
years—not since the FANAC Polls, now long vanished from this earth. 
Therefore, we here at EGOBOO feel that it is time fandom had a defin
itive poll of the fanzines, fans, etc. of the current day. We present 
this as a public service.

However, it has come to our attention that 
most fans these days tend to ignore polls. I can just see Boyd Raeburn, 
for instance, or even Larry Smith, opening an envelope with a Fan Poll 
Ballot in it and running for the nearest wastebasket. Therefore we 
have designed a poll that is in tune with the pace of modern fandom. 
The poll for our time, you might say.

We shall begin by not sending 
out any ballots. In this way we can probably ayoid getting votes from 
all but the most avid fans. Arnie Katz tried that--with many exhorta
tions to vote, too--and look how many votes he got! Now, if we instruct 
you firmly, several times (for the benefit of our listeners on the 
West Coast), NOT to vote in the EGOBOO Poll, I feel that we should be 
able to avoid getting any ballots returned at all. We shall then stu
diously tally the non-response, and publish the results in a future 
issue.

If we do receive ballots, we will give negative points to all 
the people or items voted for, and in addition we will give an arbi- " 
trary number of negative points to woever sends in the ballot, based 
on the postmark or something like that. If YOU send in a ballot, and 
if you or some piece of your fanac is mentioned on anybody else’s bal
lot, we will send you the name and address of the person who voted for 
you. Mail second-class bombs early, before they raise the rates again.
We hope you will enjoy our poll, and remember our MottO: "Egoboo to- 
all, and to all a good night!"
NEWSGAGGLE: Ben Solon was in New York last week; he stayed with Alex 

Panshin, occupying a berth on Alex’s spare couch (doesn’t 
everybody have a spare couch?). He also visited Ted White's Brooklyn 
flat, where he was heard to exclaim loudly over several casually bril
liant lines thrown out by the co-editors of EGOBOO and where he helped 
collate the second issue thereof. (He may have done it all himself, 
for all I know, or he may have made violent love to one of the Whites’ 
cats the whole time--I was down in the basement cutting a heading for 
FOOLSCAP, myself.) Ben Solon has been adopted as an Associate Member 
of the EGOBOO' Fan Gestalt. :: Mike McInerney reports that there will 
be no more FISTFA meetings until after the Baycon, when it will become 
a Monthly club instead of biweekly. :: Lon Atkins and Kathy Hulan 
will be married on August 23, 1968, says Lon. He says more, too, but 
I can't pass it on to you because I can't find the letter. Congratu
lations, anyway. They will be at Baycon. :: Paul Moslander writes 
that he has taken over the comics program at the Baycon. ;: QUIP 9 
is out, and a fine issue it is, even if it does have me on the cover. 
I was going to become a co-editor, you know, but then they discovered 
I'd once been a member of the N3F and my security clearance was blown. 
: : According to a phonecall from West Coast phonefan •■Bill Donaho* to 
Ted White, the Baycon registration has passed 1200, placing it well 
within the first division. We will give you the final average for the - 
1968 season in September. :: "But Maw, he talked durty ta Ellie Mae!"

-- John D. Berry



THE SPORTS PAGE: Yup, here we are on the last page, and it’s Sports 
Time again, folks.'

The miniature golf craze is sweeping (ah say sweeping) New York 
fandom. Why, even urbane ol’ Terry Carr has been caught up in this new 
flush of enthusiam. (Or, as-Terry put it, "It’s easier than real golf.’7)

When Ben Solon was here, he and Alex accompanied Robin and yhos to 
Bay Miniature Golf (in Sheepshead Bay) for an exiting game which ended 
in a dead heat between Alex Panshin and myself. With a course par of 51 
(keep that in mind, because I don’t feel like repeating it for every game 
we played at Bay), Alex and I skimmed by with 49 each, while Robin topped 
par by one with a 52, and Ben, out of practice, brought up the rear with 
a 63.‘

Arnie Katz brought us stories of a *Neat* course out his way, so 
a week later Rich Brown (with Coleen and small tad) joined us for a trek 
out to Long Island to"Golfland (Douglaston Golf Practice Range). Par 
on this course was 41, and I won with a 46. Arnie and Robin tied for 
second with 57 each, while Rich trailed closely with 59. A second game 
was called for (Rich was smarting from his wounds), and I won again with 
49. This time Rich came in second with a 51, Arnie shot a 57 and Robin 
a 59.

While househunting upstate and In Pennsylvania, Robin and I espied 
the Matamoras Miniature Golf range, just across the river from Port Jer
vis; The course turned out to be built of carpetted plywood (*sigh*), 
but, with a course par of 47, I shot a 47 (surprisel) and Robin a 56.

Saturday night, August 10th, while the wind gusted and rain some
times splattered, Alex, Robin and 'I returned to good ol’ Bay, where I 
shot a 4^, Alex a 53 and Robin a 56. Unwilling to leave well enough 
alone, Alex challenged me to a rematch, and with vast generosity I sur
rendered and blew my game. Alex won with a 51, Robin had a 52 and I ‘ 
trailed with a 55. Wretched.

It should not be thought that we have played nothing but miniature 
golf. New York fandom has become intensely game-oriented. In addition 
to poker or hearts at Lunarian meetings, the rule at FISTFA has been Clue, 
Risk, or Mister Ree, with Stratego a recent introduction. I bought a—— 
Stratego for Fanoclast meetings, where Risk and Rich Uncle have also 
been played, and more recently I acquired Acquire,'a 3M bookshelf gameTgT 
which purely delights the'hell out of me. In fact, as soon■as we finish, 
producing thish of EGOBOO, John, Arnie, Alex and I intend to play a game.

• So how about that, sports fans? Hasn’t this been exciting reading? 
Woweel — Ted White
* * ’ ................................................................................................................................................•...................... .. 6c jfsk. gg
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